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NEW QUESTION: 1
A global manufacturing organization (GLO) has multiple sourcing
rules and approved supplier lists (ASLs) that are set up
correctly.
Three of the inventory organizations are ITA, NYC, and GER. NYC
is a manufacturing organization and the other two are
distribution warehouses. The three organizations source items
from each other. Which two statements are valid? (Choose two.)
A. A sourcing rule is set up for a supplier but no ASL. When an
item is entered on a requisition for this supplier, the
supplier information would not be defaulted.
B. One global location is sufficient for the three
organizations.
C. Three lines were set up on a sourcing rule and the sourcing
rule was assigned to a single Assignment Set.
D. ITA has a sourcing rule to source a part from GER. You also
assign a bill of distribution to ITA to source the same part
from the manufacturing plant NYC. The default source would be

GER.
E. The price for item A is set in ITA at P1 and in GER at P2.
When you raise an internal requisition for item A in
destination org ITA and source org GER, the defaulted price is
P2.
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Click the Exhibit button.
In the exhibit, Area 1 is a not-so-stubby area. Three networks
are redistributed into Area 1 on R2. You must summarize the
redistributed network addresses in Area 1 so that only one
network prefix is re-advertised into Area 0. You must also
summarize the loopback addresses of R1 and R2 into a single
address in Area 0.Which configuration sample on R3 and R5 will
complete this task?
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: B
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B
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Answer:
Explanation:
INSTRUCTIONS:
Update the mobile device's parameters to fit the criteria.
If at any time you would like to bring back the initial state

of the simulation, please click the Reset All button.
See explanation below
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